
Our association’s principal purpose is to ensure that our students have the best possible 
places in which to learn. Our members consist of practitioners involved in every aspect 
of school planning, design, equipping, operating and maintenance. We are dedicated 
professionals who want to share knowledge, best practices, and adhere to the highest 
standards and values in the art of delivering education through the intersection of 
learning and place.

Our association is unique in that we have members from 
multiple disciplines ranging from educators to architects and 
equipment suppliers, all providing a networking environment in 
which to share ideas and build valuable partnerships.

A communications platform within the membership that 
allows real problems to be solved through collaboration and 
connections with fellow professionals.

Opportunities to attend CEU producing, high quality educational 
events both in person and using distance learning platforms.

Leading innovation at the intersection 
of learning and place.

Maintain real world competencies through accredited 
programs and the premier certification of the profession, 
our Accredited Learning Environment Planner (ALEP).

Participate in our SchoolsNEXT Student  
Design Competition.

Present and share your knowledge with colleagues at 
local and international conferences and events.

View PREMIER PROGRAMS & AWARDSwww.a4le.org



James D. MacConnell Award

The James D. MacConnell award exemplifies the 
organization’s belief that great schools begin with 
communication and collaborative planning. This 

prestigious award recognizes a comprehensive planning 
process that results in educational facilities that enhance 
the educational program, meet multiple goals and hold 

purpose and distinction within a community.

AWARDS OF
GLOBAL DISTINCTION[ ]

LESolutions Awards
These awards honor projects that stimulate systemic 

change in the educational system by addressing difficult 
questions, challenging the status quo, and raising 

expectations. They often embody great architectural 
design solutions, but their successful components and 

characteristics have been founded in an interactive 
process that engaged multiple stakeholders to create 
an educational environment that holds purpose and 

distinction within a community.
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Together We Are Stronger... JOIN US!


